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The thing I love about Vermont's environment is its Wildlife because it
is so cool and cute and enjoyable. Wildlife makes me feel happy and not
alone. I think it is like a friend to me. It makes me feel so comfortable.
Wildlife is like a brother to me. It makes me feel safe and happy. It
reminds me of a dog I know who loves to chase squirrels.The wildlife is
like you or me. It is just minding its own business so we should help it
like it helps us. It might not feel like it is helping us but it is every day.
Spiders eat pests such as mosquitoes, ticks and more.

I enjoy Vermont's environment a lot. I like going outside to my
treehouse and swimming with friends. I like skiing with my dad and ice
skating with my mom and dad outdoors is so fun. I love to pretend with
friends outside in the environment.

Earth Day means helping a world with possibility and wonder and love.
Earth Day means we will help in the future. On earth day we pick up
trash.

My concerns about Vermont's future is that the world will have too
much co2 and people will suffer and life on earth will be no more. I love

earth like I love my mom. It is a spot like no other. It has everything
humans need and love.

Vermont’s changing environment could impact outdoor winter sports
and wildlife habitat. If the earth heats up it will be so hot that wildlife
cannot survive and winter sports will not be a thing because if it’s so
hot the snow will melt in an instant. We should do something to help our
environment.

I think we should plant more trees. Trees help the world by taking in
carbon dioxide and letting out oxygen. We should not burn fossil fuels.
Which are not good for our earth. Burning fossil fuels is like the Earth
smoking cigarettes. But there is still hope. We need to educate people
so they know what's happening. You can watch a great video on how to
fix earth. Watch #Naturenow, Greta Tumburg video, for more
information. Our class is learning about the five concepts of Climate
Change: systems, cycles, exponential growth, feedback loops and
resilience. You can help the earth so please do! thank you !
Your friend Hunter

